New approach to Microsoft 365 email
security keeps kids’ health data secure
“After having a few near misses, we decided we
needed to review our email security solution.
We came across MailGuard 365 in a LinkedIn Group,
where many people were recommending the solution.
With our previous email security provider, we had to
run manual updates on all employees’ machines. This
was an arduous and time-consuming process with
many viruses slipping through the cracks.
Since implementing MailGuard 365 everything just
runs itself. Set up was easy and we get daily reports

showing what threats are being picked up. This gives
us peace of mind that it’s doing its job and that we’re
covered.
I highly recommend MailGuard 365 to any
organisation that wants the ultimate protection of
their Microsoft 365 inboxes.
It’s reliable, great value for money and their service is
top notch. It doesn’t matter where you are in the
world!
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”We can rely on MailGuard 365. It takes the pressure
off, and I know the job is being done and we are
protected. The dashboards and reports are great
tangible proof that the solution is working.”
"– HEAD OF IT, FUNNY LUMPS

The problem

The MailGuard 365 difference

"A year ago, we migrated to [another vendor
solution] and had a few near misses that were
picked up. But one user inbox got hacked and it
was at that point we decided to look at
alternatives.

Phishing, Ransomware, BEC are things we never
want to personally experience. One email is all it
takes to destroy businesses. Office 365 users are
prime targets of these threats. MailGuard 365
makes life safer and easier for those users. It’s
the last check before your staff could make a
catastrophic mistake.

A lot of viruses were slipping through. We have a
lot of shared mailboxes, adding a layer of
complexity, but MailGuard 365 sorted that out.
We have been using the solution for some time
now and I would highly recommend MailGuard
365."

Key benefits:

Adopting a evolutionary approach to email
security, MailGuard 365 is exclusive to the
Microsoft Marketplace. It is a cloud-based email
security solution made better together by our
collaboration with Microsoft. MailGuard 365
combines 20+ years of specialized email security
expertise and IP from MailGuard, with the best of
Microsoft Azure and ML/ AI.

Single-click Activation

Evidence-based reporting

No end-user training

Activate enterprise-wide
protection within a minute. No
download required as
MailGuard 365 is built on
Microsoft Azure and is activated
in the Microsoft marketplace
with your Microsoft credentials.
Get started with a single click,
stopping advanced email
threats immediately.

Complementing upstream security
services like the Microsoft 365
security stack and other thirdparty email security vendors,
MailGuard 365 takes a new
approach. This means it is last to
inspect emails, allowing for world
first evidence-based reporting that
demonstrates its stopping power.

Designed to provide peace
of mind to end-users and IT
admins, MailGuard 365
works in the native Office
365 environment with no
set-up headaches. Threats
are moved to the users’
junk and deleted items
folders, so no additional
training is required.
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